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After making up his mind to use charlie to open the knife, Jack Yaleman 2nd slashed 
the tip of the index finger of his left hand with a dagger. When the blood poured out, he 
immediately dripped the blood into the container soaked with blood mosquitoes. 

  The moment the fresh blood dripped into the container, the part of the blood 
mosquito larvae floating on the top layer of the blood directly crossed the process of 
normal mosquitoes becoming pupae, and immediately emerged a pair of almost 
transparent wings. 

  Afterwards, these blood mosquitoes flew out of the container one after another, 
flying in circles three meters above Jack Yaleman 2nd’s head. 

  Because the blood mosquitoes are very small, when these blood mosquitoes are 
flying in the sky, other people can’t find them with the naked eye. 

  Jack Yaleman 2nd immediately used a special formula to drive the group of blood 
mosquitoes to fly towards the villa. 

  At this time, in the living room of the villa, charlie was chatting with Fei Kexin. 

Advertisement 

  The moment the more than 20 blood mosquitoes entered the villa through the crack 
of the door, charlie had already noticed the abnormality. 

  Although the special bloody smell was inaudible to others, for charlie, it was 
impossible to escape his eyes. 

  When he noticed that more than 20 blood mosquitoes were flying over, charlie 
guessed that this must be the means of Jack Yaleman 2nd’s envoy. 

  However, the lethality of this blood mosquito is still a lot worse than that of his 
father Jack Yaleman’s black mosquito and his master Master Felix’s life-threatening 
worm. 
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  However, just in case, charlie said to Fei Kexin: “Miss Fei, please help me prepare 
a cup of tea.” 

  Fei Kexin didn’t think much, and nodded immediately and said, “I’ll go and see 
where the tea room is. Mr. Wade, please wait a moment.” 



  charlie nodded slightly, he didn’t really want to drink tea, but wanted to take Fei 
Kexin away. 

  When Fei Kexin got up to look for the tea room, the group of blood mosquitoes also 
reached two meters above charlie’s head. 

  The blood mosquitoes were very alert. They did not fly directly towards charlie, but 
flew to the top of charlie’s head first, trying to launch a sneak attack on charlie from the 
blind spot of charlie’s sight. 

  However, although this kind of thing has a very high success rate against ordinary 
people, in front of charlie, it is even more paediatric than paediatrics. 

  At this time, charlie raised his hand slightly, and a spiritual energy came out of his 
body. 

  The more than 20 blood mosquitoes that were staring at each other lost all their 
ability to move in an instant, and they were just frozen in the air, as if time stood still. 

  Afterwards, charlie grabbed the air with his big hand, and more than 20 blood 
mosquitoes were all caught in his Hand. 
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  charlie glanced down and couldn’t help laughing softly: “It really is Jack Yaleman’s 
son, and the things that the two of them play with are not much different.” 

  With that, charlie planned to turn these blood mosquitoes into powder. 

  However, he quickly had an idea and secretly said: “Since this kid likes playing with 
mosquitoes so much, why don’t you play with him.” 

  So, charlie looked at the blood mosquitoes in his hand, and immediately put his 
spiritual energy into the blood mosquitoes. 

  Immediately afterwards, he saw these blood mosquitoes, like balloons blown up, 
immediately expanded from a body less than one centimeter long, and finally grew to 
the size of a wasp. 

  It swelled dozens of times in an instant, making the appearance of these blood 
mosquitoes extremely hideous in an instant. 

  It’s just that because of being wrapped in aura, these blood mosquitoes are like 
specimens, motionless at this time. 
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  charlie looked around in the living room, and then found an ornamental porcelain 
bottle ornament, so he immediately put these huge blood mosquitoes into the bottle 
temporarily. 

  At this moment, Fei Kexin came over with a cup of tea, smiled and said to charlie, 
“Mr. Wade, I have prepared a cup of black tea for you, you can try it.” 

“Thank you.” charlie smiled slightly, took a sip from the teacup, and said with a smile, 
“This tea is good, it should be the best black tea available on the market, it seems that 
Liu Jiahui didn’t care less this time.” 

  Fei Kexin nodded and said with a smile: “After all, it was Mr. Wade who ordered 
him, Mr. Liu, he certainly wouldn’t dare to neglect him.” 

  At the same time. 

  Jack Yaleman 2nd in the yard suddenly felt a little bad. 
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  Those blood mosquitoes who finished their final emergence after drinking his blood 
are connected with his consciousness, which is why those blood mosquitoes can obey 
his instructions. 

  But now, he feels that the connection between himself and those blood mosquitoes 
has completely disappeared, and he can no longer feel their existence. 

  Although the blood mosquito looks inconspicuous, it is very expensive. 

  It is native to Thailand and was cultivated by Thai shamans with human corpse oil. 
Due to the difficulty of cultivation and extremely low yield, the price is very high. 
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  Jack Yaleman 2nd also spent a lot of money to buy a batch from Thailand  And 
the key point is that when Thai shamans sell this kind of blood mosquitoes, they will use 
special methods to filter out the male blood mosquitoes, so all the mosquitoes Jack 
Yaleman 2nd bought are all female mosquitoes, and the female mosquitoes do not suck 
blood. It cannot reproduce, so for Yaleman 2nd, every blood mosquito is very precious. 

  And Jack Yaleman 2nd just released more than 20 blood mosquitoes in one breath, 
which already accounted for half of all his blood mosquitoes. 



  Jack Yaleman 2nd didn’t dare to release the remaining half of the blood 
mosquitoes, so he planned to enter the villa to see what happened. 

  He thought to himself, if that charlie really had the ability to get rid of his blood 
mosquitoes, then he would have to change his strategy, otherwise, once these blood 
mosquitoes were wiped out, he would suffer heavy losses.  So, before Liu Jiahui’s 
motorcade came, he walked to the villa, knocked on the door, and walked in without 
waiting for the people inside to answer. 

  As soon as he entered the villa, Jack Yaleman 2nd saw charlie sitting on the sofa 
drinking tea. At this time, there were no traces of blood mosquitoes in the entire living 
room. What was even more strange was that even the special bloody smell of blood 
mosquitoes made him feel Can’t smell it at all. 

  Jack Yaleman 2nd is the most sensitive to that kind of smell, even if it is only a little 
bit, he can immediately detect it. 

  However, there was no trace of blood mosquitoes in this villa at all, which made 
him extremely puzzled. 

  At this moment, charlie asked with great interest, “Master Yaleman 2nd, what are 
you doing here when you are not preparing the ritual outside? Do you also want to have 
a cup of tea together?” 

  Jack Yaleman 2nd suppressed the surprise and disbelief in his heart., frowned and 
looked at charlie, and said coldly, “I see that you, who are about to have a bloody 
disaster, are really pitiful, and I really don’t want to die.” After 
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  speaking, Jack Yaleman 2nd said arrogantly: “Why don’t you do this? Give me a 
bow and apologize. I will let go of what happened just now, and I will send you a magic 
talisman to break your disaster.” 

  charlie smiled and said seriously, “Master Yaleman 2nd, don’t hide it. You say, I am 
more or less able to use some feng shui techniques. I see that you are nervous, you 
have no masters, your silkworms are black, and your lips are purple. The most 
important thing is that the left eyebrow is tightly knit and the right eyebrow is scattered. 
You are irritable and irritable, people like you are really bloody disasters!” 

  Jack Yaleman 2nd sneered: “Boy, you are not afraid to flash your tongue when you 
talk big!” 

  charlie said happily: “I am not talking big, you are here now. I just did the math for 
you in my heart, what you need to worry about the most right now is snakes, worms, 
mice and ants!” 



 


